Deciding on a major during this time can be a difficult task. To support you in this decision-making process, we have created the **Pathfinder: Undergraduate Major Exploration Series**.

**Information Sessions:** Pathfinder offers discipline-major-specific information sessions that run for approximately 45 minutes. You will receive information on the college’s degrees and major options, review our various online major/career assessment tools, and engage in a Q & A with a professional advisor. Students are encouraged to attend as many sessions as they wish.

“Waitless” Advisement: Attending a session and declaring a major will also satisfy your requirement to meet with an advisor for the fall term. Your advisement worksheet for your new major will be e-mailed to your CIX address, and your Advisement hold will also be removed, without having to visit CAAS.

Space is limited. Participants will be accommodated on a first-come, first-served basis.
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